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Abstract.
This paper is
of an investigation of symmetric 2 (v, k,'x) designs such that
the point set and the block set can each be halved to give a tactical decomposition.
We assume that there is a group of automorphisms of the design of order v /2 which
has two orbits of points, each of length v /2. Only the identity fixes a point, and
we say that such a group acts half-regularly on the design. The design itself is also
said to be half-regular.
The existence of a group acting regularly on the set of points of a design is equivalent to the existence of a difference set in the group. We present a variant of this
construction, which gives a family of four subsets of the group, leading to difference
sets for the half-regular design. We show that several of the known biplanes may
be constructed in this way, and we believe that this method provides a reasonable framework for conducting a computer search for new half-regular symmetric
designs, possibly including further biplanes.

1. Introduction.

This paper is part of an investigation of symmetric 2 - (v, k,'x) designs such that
the point set and the block set can each be halved to give a tactical decomposition.
Earlier papers on this topic were [9] and [10]. The present paper is based on an
incomplete manuscript left by Alan Rahilly, which the other authors felt contained
ideas too interesting to be overlooked.
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A symmetric - (V,k,A) design, or more precisely a 2 (V,k,A) design V =
(P, E), consists of a set P of v points, and a set B of k-element subsets of
called
blocks, such that each pair of points lies in A blocks, and 15 I v. Thus the designs
which we will consider have no repeated blocks; that is, they are all simple designs.
This paper is
of an investigation of symmetric designs such that the point set
P
PI U P 2 and block set B = Bl U
can be partitioned in such a way that
(Pi) Ed is a tactical decomposition, for i
1,2; see [4,p7 and p17] for the definition
of a tactical decomposition, and
for papers reporting on other aspects of this
investigation. Here we assume that there is a group G of automorphisms of V
which has order
and has two orbits PI and P 2 on points (each necessarily of
length v /2). In such a group of
only the identity element fixes a
point of
that
such a group acts semi-regularly on P and we call such a group
a half-regular group acting on V. A symmetric design V
a half-regular
group of
will be called a half-regular symmetric design.
A group G is said to act regularly on P if G semi-regular and transitive on P.
Symmetric
V
(P, B) which admit a group G of automorphisms acting
regularly on the point set
have received much attention. For a symmetric design
V
(P,
group
and for pEP, and b
5, the subset
,6, of G of elements g such that
E b a A-difference set for G with parameters
v, k, A, and V can be reconstructed from ,6, (see Section 7 or [6, pp60-62)). Thus
the existence of
design admitting group G
regularly on points
is
to the existence of a A-difference set in G. This paper presents a
variant of the construction of symmetric designs from difference
giving instead
a construction of symmetric designs from a family of four subsets of a group G with
properties similar to those of a difference set for G. Such a family will be called a
Rahilly family of pre-difference sets and the
definition and properties will
be discussed in Section 2. Each Rahilly family has associated with it several other
Rahilly families leading to the original design or to its dual; these are discussed
in Section 3. Restrictions on the parameters of the designs are found in Section
4. Equivalence and multipliers of half-regular symmetric designs are dealt with in
Sections 5 and 6.
If V = V(,6,) is a symmetric design with half-regular group G and Rahilly family
,6, of
sets, then we can find necessary and sufficient conditions, in
terms of ,6" for G to have a regular extension. Properties of regular extensions and
of multipliers of associated difference sets are discussed in Sections 7 and 8.
We show that several of the known biplanes may be constructed by these methods, and we believe that the construction of Rahilly families of pre-difference sets
provides a reasonable framework for conducting a computer search for new halfregular symmetric designs, possibly including further biplanes. Earlier constructions of difference sets for each of the (16,6,2) biplanes were given by Kibler [7];
they will be derived here in a uniform manner.
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2. Half-regular designs and Rahilly families of pre-difference sets.
Let V
(P, B) be a symmetric 2- (v, k,.:\) design with a half-regular group G of
automorphisms. By definition, automorphisms 9 of V are permutations of P which
map blocks to blocks; that is, b9 E B for each b E B.
the automorphism
group Aut V of V is a subgroup of the symmetric group Sym P of all permutations
of P. Thus G Aut V
Sym P. By definition, G has two orbits in P, say PI and
P 2 , where IGI
IP1 1 IP2 1 = v/2, and G acts semi-regularly on P. By [6, p46],
an automorphism of a symmetric design fixes equally many points as blocks, and
hence a subgroup of automorphisms of V acts semi-regularly on P if and only if
it is semi-regular on B. It follows that our group G is
on B with two
block orbits,
and B2 , each of length v /2.
We shall construct a family of "pre-difference sets" in Gessentially by identifying
each of PI, P 2, Bl and B2 with G in a standard way. First we review the way in
which regular groups are identified with the sets on which they act.
Suppose that a group H of permutations of a set X is regular on X; that is, H
is transitive on X and only the identity of H fixes a point of X. Choose point
x EX. We shall refer to x as the base point in this identification. Define the map
c.p : H ---+ X by (h)c.p := xh for each h E
where xh denotes the image of x under
h. Since H is regular, c.p is a bijection. Moreover, it is straightforward to check
that, for all h, hI H, (h)c.ph' = (hh')CPi that is, the action of H on X is equivalent
to its action on itself by
Thus, by identifying X with H in
this manner, we may assume that H acts by right multiplication. (Note that in
m-aking this identification we may make a free choice of the base point, but once
this choice is made the identifi~ation is completely determined.)
Since the group G is regular on each of PI, P 2 , B1 and B2 , we can identify G
with each of these sets. In order to avoid confusing elements of G with their
corresponding points in PI, P 2 , etc, we shall identify P = PI UP2 with G x {I, 2} =
{ (9, i) I 9 E G, i E {1,2} }. We choose base points PI E PI and P2 E P 2 , and
define the mapping c.p analogously to the way we defined it on the group H in the
previous paragraph. Thus
(9, i)c.p = pf
for all (9,i). Then c.p is a bijection, and if we in fact identify P with G x {I, 2} in
this way, then an element 9' E G maps a point (9,i) to (99',i). We could identify
B with G x {I, 2} in a similar way, but it will be more convenient to refrain from
a formal identification in this case (as we are regarding blocks as subsets of P).
Choose base blocks b1 E Bl and b2 E B2 , and for i, j E {I, 2}, define a subset ~ij
of G by

Set
Then k 1j + k2j = Ib j I = k for j = 1,2. We shall show that the subsets ~ij provide
a variant of a difference set for G, which is defined as follows.
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Definition 2.1. Let v, k, A be positive integers with k < v and v even, let G be
a finite group of order v /2, and, for i,j
{1,2}, let !:::.ij be a subset of G of size
k ij ) where k 1j
k 2j
k. Then the collection!:::. := {!:::.ij I i,j E {1,2} } is called
a Rahilly family of pre-difference sets for G with parameters v, k, A if the following
conditions hold.
For each non-identity element 9 of G, and for i = 1,2, there is a nonAi (g) ::; A such that 9 can be represented exactly Ai (g)
negative
times as
with c,d E
and exactly A - Ai(g) times as ej-l, with
e,jE
where{i,j}={1,2}
(b)
For each element 9 of G, and for {i, j} = {1,2}, there is a non-negative
integer >"ij (g) ::; >', such that 9 can be represented exactly Aij(9) times as
cd- 1 with c
d E
and exactly A - Aij(g) times as ej-l, with
eE
and j E
(a)

There are not many obvious restrictions on the integers Ai(g) and >"ij(g), but it
follows from the definition that

(1)
for all 9 E G. Our first task is to show that the sets !:::.ij defined earlier form a
Rahilly family
pre-difference sets for G.
Proposition 2.2 Let 'D = (P,B) be a symmetric 2 (v,k,>..) design with a halfregular group G oj automorphisms. Suppose that P = P l U P 2 is identified with
G X {1,2} such that PI = (1,1) and P2
(1,2)} and that Bj} bj } and the !:::.ij and
k ij are defined as above. Then!:::. :=-.:: {!:::.ij I i,j E {1,2} } is a Rahilly jamily of
pre-difference sets for G with parameters v, k, A.
Proof. Certainly k1j + k 2 j = k for j
1,2. Let 9 E G and I,m E {1,2}. Then
the points (1, I), (g, m) are distinct provided that if I = m then 9 -I- 1. We shall
assume that these two points are distinct. Then, by the definition of 'D, they lie
together in precisely A blocks, say (J' := (J'lm(g) blocks b~l, •.. , b~O' E 8 1 and>' - (J'
blocks b~l, ... ,b~>'-O' E 8 2 . The points (l,l) and (g,m) lie in this collection of
blocks if and only if {( x;;,-I, I) 11 ::; n ::; (J'} U {(gx;;,-I, m) 11 ::; n ::; (J'} ~ b1 and
{(y;;,-l,l)ll ::; n ::; A (J'} U {(gy;;,-l,m)ll ::; n
A - (J'} ~ b2. This in turn is true
if and only if x.;:;:-1 E !:::.11 and gx.;:;:-1 E !:::.ml for 1 ::; n ::; (J', and y.;:;:-1 E !:::.12 and
gy;;,-1 E !:::.m2 for 1 ::; n ::; A - (J'. Part (a) of the definition follows on taking I = m
and setting >"1(g) := (J'l1(g) and A2(g) := A - (J'22(g). Part (b) follows on taking
I -I- m and setting AI2(g) := (J'21(g) and A21(g) := A - (J'12(g).
Next we observe that the symmetric design 'D can be reconstructed from the
!:::.ij.
Proposition 2.3 Let v, k, >.. be positive integers with k < v and v even} let G be
a finite group oj order v/2, and, for i,j E {1,2}} let !:::.ij be a subset of G oj size
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k ij such that k 1j + k 2j
k for j = 1,2, and such that ~ := {~ij i,j E {I, 2} } is
a Rahilly family of pre-difference sets for G.
Set P := Gx {I, 2}, b1
{(g, l)lg E ~l1}U{(g, 2)lg E ~21} and b2 := {(g, l)lg E
~12} U {(g, 2)lg E ~22}' Then 8 := {bi 1 9 E G} U {b~ 1 9
G} is the block set of
a symmetric 2 - (v,k,..\) design V(~)
(P,8). Moreover,
1

(x, i)9
for all 9 E G and (x, i)
automorphisms of V(~).

:=

(xg, i)

P I defines an action of G as a half-regular group of

Proof. Since k 1j + k2j
k for j = 1,2, each block has size k; there are v points
and v blocks, and the properties of a Rahilly family of pre-difference sets imply that
each pair of distinct points lies in precisely A blocks. Thus V(~) is a symmetric
2 - (v, k, A)
Finally it is easily checked that (x, i)9 := (xg, i) defines an
action of G as a group of automorphisms of V(~) which is half-regular on V(~).
It is clear from the proof that, if ~ is the Rahilly family obtained from a symmetric design V as in Proposition 2.2, then the design V(.6.) constructed in Proposition 2.3 is equal to V.
We illustrate the construction, described in Proposition 2.3, of a half-regular
symmetric biplane, namely, the one denoted by 8 7 in ASSIllUS and Salwach [1].

Coronary 2.4 Let ~ be the Rahilly family corresponding to the symmetric design
V, as defined in Proposition 2.2. Then the symmetric design V(~) defined in
Proposition 2.3 is equal to V.

Example 2.5 The biplane 8 7 can be developed as follows. Let v = 16, k =
6,..\ = 2 and let G = ({O, 1, 2, 3} X {O, 2}, +(mod 4»); so G ~ Z4 X
For brevity,
we will denote elements (i, j) E G by ij. Let ~11
~22
{00, 12, 22, 32}, let
~12 = {10,12} and let ~21 = {00,02}. It is straightforward to verify that ~ :=
{~ij 1 i,j E {1,2} } is a Rahilly family for G. Then according to Proposition 2.3
we obtain a half-regular symmetric design V(~) = (P,8), with base blocks b1 and
b2 , where

P

{(00, 1), (02, 1), (10, 1), (12, 1), (20, 1), (22, 1), (30, 1), (32, 1),
(00,2), (02, 2), (10, 2), (12, 2), (20, 2), (22, 2), (30,2), (32, 2)},

b1

{(00,1),(12,1),(22,1),(32,1),(00,2),(02,2)},

b2

{(10,1),(12,1),(00,2),(12,2),(22,2),(32,2)}

and
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B

= { {(00, 1), (12, 1), (22, 1), (32, 1), (00, 2), (02, 2)},
{(10,1),(22,1),(32,1),(02,1),(10,

(12,2)},

{(20,1),(32,1),(02,1),(12,1),(20,2),(22,2)},
{(30, 1), (02, 1), (12,

(22,1), (30,

(32,2)),

{(02,1),(10,1),(20,1),(30,1),(02,2),(00,2)},
{(12,1),(20,1),(30,1),(00,1),(12,2),(10,2)},
{(22, 1), (30, 1),
1), (10, 1), (22, 2), (20, 2)},
{(32, 1), (00, 1),

1), (20, 1), (32.,

{(10,1),(12,1),(00,

(30,2)),

(12,2),(22,2),(32,2)},

{(20,1),(22,1),(10,2),(22,2),(32,
{(30,1),(32,1),(20,

(02,2)},

(32,2),(02,2),(12,2)},

{(00, 1), (02, 1),

2), (02, 2), (12,

(22,2)),

{(12, 1), (10,1),

2), (10, 2), (20, 2), (30, 2)},

{(22, 1), (20, 1),

2), (20, 2), (30,2), (00, 2)},

{(32, 1), (30, 1),

2), (30, 2), (00,

(10,2)),

{(02, 1), (00, 1), (32, 2), (00, 2), (10,

(20,2))

}.

This construction of a half-regular
design from a Rahilly family of predifference sets is a special case of the method of symmetrically repeated differences
introduced by Bose in [2, p366]. We note that we do not require the group G to be
abelian. In the next section we introduce several Rahilly families of pre-difference
sets associated with a given Rahilly family ,6..

3.

Rahilly families related to ,6.,

Let D = (P,B) be a half-regular symmetric 2 - (v,k,..\) design with a h~lf
regular group G of automorphisms. Suppose that P is identified with G x {1,2},
that base points Pi = (1, i) and base blocks bi E Bi are chosen as before, and that
,6.
{,6.ij! i,j E {1,2} } is the associated Rahilly family of pre-difference sets as
defined in Section 2. In this section we obtain some restrictions on the k ij := !,6.ij!
which depend only on the combinatorial properties of a symmetric design. Then
we introduce several Rahilly families related to ,6..

Proposition 3.1

(a) For all i, j E {I, 2}) each point of Pi lies in precis ely k ij blocks in B j.
(b) kll = k 22 ) and k12 = k 21 .
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Proof. Part (a) follows on counting the number of
b E , and p b.
Since V is symmetric, each point lies in exactly k
we have kil +
k, for i = 1,2. We also have k 1j
kll
kn,
, proving part (b).

(p, b), where p E

=k

Pi)

and so, by part (a),
1 for j
1, 2, and so

of part (b) we used one
of
of a symmetric
design,
that the number of points in a block is
to the number of
blocks on a
A simple counting argument also shows that each pair of distinct
blocks intersects in precisely A points, Thus if V =
B) is a
2- (v, k, A)
design, so
V* =
,B*), where P* := Band B* :=
P} where we
define p* := {b
Ip E b}. The
V* is called the dual design of V.
There is a close connection between Rahilly families for D* and those for V. For
a subset X of group G, X-I denotes the set
Ix E
of inverses of the
elements of X.

Proposition 3.2 The collection ~* := {~ij :=
I i,j E {I,
} is a Rahilly
family of pre-difference sets for G with parameters v, k,
and the corresponding
design V(~ *) is isomorphic to the dual design V*
V.
Proof. Let 9 G and I, m E
Then the blocks
are distinct nrrnnrip,;
that, if 1 = m, then 9 1= 1. Assume that these blocks are distinct. Then they
intersect in precisely A points, say (I' := (l'lm.(g) points (Xl,
... , (xo-, 1) E PI and
A - (J points
,2), ... ,(Y>"-o-l 2) E P 2. The blocks bl, b'fn contain this collection of
points if and only if bl contains {(Xl, 1), . " ,(xo-, I)} U {(Yl, 2), ... 1 (Y>..-o-, 2)}, and
bm. contains {(x1g-1,1), ... ,(xo-g-I,l)) U {(Y1g-1,2), ... ,(Y>..-ag-\2)). This in
turn is true if and only if Xi E ~11 and xig- 1 E ~1m. for i = 1, ... ,(J, and Yi E ~21
f . 1 , ... , A' - <J'. S'mce 9 = (xig
- 1 ) - 1 Xi-1
( Yig -1)-1 Yi-1 f or
an d Yig -1 E!\
~2m. or'/, =
all i, we obtain the Rahilly family ~ * as in the proof of Proposition 2.2.
It is clear from the previous paragraph that ~ * is the Rahilly family corresponding to the dual design V* of V. Thus by Corollary 2.4 it follows that V* is
isomorphic to V(~*).
Remark 3.3 The Rahilly family ~ * is called the dual Rahilly family of LJ.. The
construction of V( LJ. *) given by Proposition 2.3 is such that the base blocks are b~ =
((g,l) I 9 E LJ.r1}U{(g,2) I 9 E ~;1} = {(g-l,l) I 9 E LJ.ll}U{(g-I,2) I 9 E LJ.12},
and
= {(g-l, 1) I 9 E LJ.21} U {(g-l, 2) I 9 E LJ.22}' The standard identification
of points of V* with G X {I, 2} described in Section 2 is such that the point bf E
B = P* is identified with (g, i). It follows that the map K, which takes each point
bf E B = P* of V* to the point (g,i) of V(LJ.*),

b;

K, :

bf

f-+

(g, i),

is an isomorphism from the dual V* of V to the design V(LJ. *).
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Remark 3.4 The Rahilly family ,:\ for V can be modified in several trivial ways
to produce other Rahilly families with the same parameters. Interchanging the
roles of the base blocks bI and b2 gives the Rahilly family,:\.1 where
':\i2

and

':\~2:=

i E {1,2}.

and

Interchanging the roles of the base points PI and P2 gives the Rahilly family ,:\"
defined by
1\11
~2j
and
and j E {1,2}.
ulj
Finally interchanging the roles of both the base points PI and P2 and the base
blocks bI and b2 gives the Rahilly family LS. defined by
:=

':\21,

This last family LS. is called the Rahilly family conjugate to
and the corresponding
is called the conjugate symmetric
to D. The relation between ,:\
and
will he important in our investigations of multipliers and regular extensions
in Sections 6 and 7. Clearly all the
), D(':\"), D(LS.) are isomorphic to
V as we are merely relabeling
and blocks in some way. A natural isomorphism
p from D to its conjugate design D( LS.) is given by

p : (g, 1)

f--l>

(g,2),

(g,2)

f--t

(g, 1),

for all 9 E G.
To see that this so, note that the base blocks for D( LS.) using our notation are
hj := (LS. Ij X {1})U(LS. 2j X {2}), for j = 1,2. It is straightforward to check that pis
a permutation of P which maps the blocks bi and b~ of D to b~ and bi respectively,
for all g E G. Hence p is an isomorphism from D to D(LS.).

4. Parameters of the designs.
The point set P = PI U P 2 and block set B = Bl U B2 have been partitioned in
such a way that (Pi,Bi) is a tactical decomposition, for i = 1,2. Let C = [Cij] and
D = [d ij 1 be the incidence matrices of this tactical decomposition (see [4, p 7 and
pI7]), let 12 be the 2 x 2 identity matrix and let

P = diag(IPi[) = ~12 = diag(IBil) = B.
Then BC T = DP [4, p17], implying that C T
D.
We know that Clj +C2j = d 1j +d2j = k, for j = 1,2 and hence that Cii = dii = k',
say, for i = 1,2, and that Cij = dij
k - k' = k", say, for i -I- j,{i,j} = {1,2}.
(From Proposition 3.1, this means that kll = k22 = k' and k12 = k21 = k".) If J 2
is the 2 x 2 matrix with each entry equal to 1, then [4, p60] CD = (k - ),,)12 +)"P J 2 .
This means that
,
)..v
(k')2 + (kif? = k A+(2)
2

8

and

2k'k" = AV.

(3)

2

By (2) and (3), (k' - kll)2 = k - A. Without loss of generality, we assume k' ;::: kif,
and let 8 = k' - k" ;::: O. Then k = 8 2 + A and, since k' + k" = k, we have

2k' = 82 + 8 + A and

2k" = 82

8 + A.

-

(4)

By (3) and (4), we find

(5)
Since k(k - 1) = A( v-I), and v is even, we see that A must be even. Also). must
divide 8 2 (8 2 - 1)/2, since v/2 is an integer.
Summarising, we obtain

+ +

+

A half-regular group must have order (8 2 S A)(8 2 8 A)/2).., for
some positive integers 8,). such that 8 ;::: 2) A is even) and), divides 82 (8 2 - 1)/2.
Further k'
(8 2 S A)/2 and k" = (8 2 S A)/2 are non-negative integers.
(Note that we have assumed k' ;::: k") and that in fact k' > k".)

Lemma 4.1

+ +

+

This leads us to
Lemma 4.2

None of .6. 11 , .6. 12 ) .6. 21 ,.6. 22 is a perfect difference set in G.

Proof We prove this statement for .6. 11 ; the other cases are similar. If .6. 11 is a
(v /2, k', A') difference set in G, then

Af(~ -1) = k'Ck' - 1).

(6)

2

From equations (4), (5) and (6), we find that 1

A

I

). =-+8-W

2

where

W

= 8(8

d=

(8

2

2

-

'

+ A)/d,
1)(8 2 + A) -

1)(8 2

+A-

It was shown [9, p71] that d cannot be a divisor of 8(8 2
A' is not an integer. We outline the proof.
1 Alan

-

A.

1)(8 2 + A) and hence that

Rahilly did this calculation by hand; it was checked by the other authors using Maple

V.2. [3]
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Suppose that w (and hence A') is an integer; that is, suppose that

d I s(s2 - 1)(s2

+ A).

We note a result quoted, for example, in Knuth [8, p336]: if

(a)
1L

I VI V2

••• V n

,

then

(b)
Since

(c)
we know that for any integer h, if hid and h I (s2 + ,\), then h I ,\ and thus h I s2.
Hence, provided h > 1, we have h t (s2 - 1). This means that hI I d, hI I (s2 + ,\),
h2 I d, h2 ! (8 2 - 1) together imply that

(d)
Now let a
gcd(d,8 2 + ,\), and let aa' = d. Then aa' 18(8 2 - 1)(8 2 + ,\), and by
2
(b), a' I S(8 -1). Let (3 = ged(a ' ,s2 1) = ged(d,s2 1). Since (31 (s2-1), we
have v13 < 8.
rearranging (c), we obtain

(e)
and from (e) we see that {3 I (S2 - 1) and {3 I d together imply that (3 I ,\ 2.
Let, gcd({3,'\) and let ,b = {3. We check that b S; J. Suppose that PI,··· ,Pr
r

are distinct primes such that ,\ =
r

{3 I ,\2,we must have (3

=

II p{i

II p~i, for some integers el, ... ,e
i=I

IIpVi-

> O. Since

r

where 0 S; Ii S; 2ei. Then,

=

II p~i

where

i=l

i=l
r

mi = min(eil Ii) and D =

r

Tn
.).

Since all these exponents are non-negative,

i=l

Ii S; min( 2e i,2Id
2min(ei,ld· This implies that Ii
min(ei,ld S; min(ei' Ii)
and hence that b S; ,. But now b ::; v13 < s.
Since gcd( a,,) = 1 by equation (d), and since a I ,\ and, I '\, we have a, ::; A.
Hence a{3 = a,D S; '\b < As. But a{3 = gcd(d, (s2
1)(,<;2 + ,\)) and hence, by
equation (a), d I a{38. That means d S; a{3s < As 2 , which contradicts equation (e)
since 8 2': 2, ,\ 2': 2. This is the contradiction we need: d t s( 82 - 1)( S2 + A).
5. Equivalence of half-regular symmetric designs.
Let Ll and Li be Rahilly families of pre-difference sets in a group G with the
same parameters V, k,'\. In this section we investigate certain relationships which
the corresponding symmetric designs D(Ll) = (P,B) and D(A) = CP,B) may have.
Each of these designs has point set P = P = G X {1,2}. An element 7r E Sym P
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which fixes G X {i} setwise for i
namely 7r1 and 7r2 where

= 1,2, will induce two bijections from G to itself,

for all 9 E G, and 7r will induce an isomorphism from v(~) to some other symmetric design with point set P. We first obtain necessary and sufficient conditions
for 7r to induce an automorphism of G and an isomorphism from v(~) to V(A).
The matter of inducing an automorphism of G requires a little explanation. Since
automorphisms necessarily preserve the identity element of G, and since the elements ai := 11\"; will not usually be the identity, we shall say that 7r induces an
automorphism of G if, for some c.p E Aut G,

for all gE G, and i = 1,2. Let B1 and B2 be the block orbits for G in B, and
and B2 be the block orbits for G in B.

B1

Theorem 5.1 Let ~ and A be two Rahilly families of pre-difference sets in a
group G with parameters v, k, A. Suppose that the permutation 7r of G x {I, 2} fixes
G X {i} setwise, for i = 1,2. Then 7r induces an automorphism of G, and an
isomorphism from V(~) to V(A) which maps Bl to Bl and 8 2 to 8 2 , if and only
if, for some c.p E Aut G and some elements aI, a2, Cl, C2 E G,

(7)
for all g E G, and i, j E {1,2}.
Proof. Suppose first that 7r induces an automorphism c.p of G and an isomorphism
from V(~) to V(A) which maps Bl to 8 1 and 8 2 to 8 2 . Thus we have (g,i)1\" = (ai·
g'P, i) for all 9 E G, i = 1,2. Since 7r maps B j = {bj Ig E G} onto Bj = {bjlg E G},
where the bj and bj are the base blocks, 7r induces further permutations of G,
namely (Jj where (bj)1\" = bfi, for j = 1,2~ In particular bj = b? where Cj:= 10"i.
However bj = (~lj X {I}) U (~2j X {2}) and bj = (.i lj X {I}) U (A2j
from our knowledge of how 7r acts on points we therefore have

bj

'P

= (al· ~lj X

{1}) U (a2· ~~j

X

- {2}) = (~lj· Cj X {I}) U (~2j·

X

{2}), and

Cj X

{2}).

Hence, ai . ~ij = Aij . Cj for i,j E {1, 2}.
Conversely, suppose that (7) holds. Then, by definition, 7r induces the automorphism c.p of G. Further, each block in 8j is of the form bj = (~lj . 9 X {1}) U (~2j .
9 X {2}), and its image under 7r is (al . ~ij . g'P X {I}) U (a2 . ~~j . g'P X {2}) which
equals (.i lj

· Cj·

g'P

X

{I}) U (.i 2j

· Cj·

g'P

X

{2}), and this is just b?·g'P which lies

in B j. Thus 7r maps Bonta B and hence is an isomorphism from D( ~) to D( A)
which maps 8 1 to 8 1 and 8 2 to B2 •
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An isomorphism 7r with the properties of Theorem 5.1 is strongly linked to the
structure of the corresponding Rahilly families of the designs. Designs which are
isomorphic via such a map 7r will be called equivalent, and we show by example
that two half-regular symmetric designs may be isomorphic, but not equivalent.
Definition 5.2 Let ~ and is. be two Rahilly families of pre-difference sets in a
group G with the same parameters v, k, A. Then ~ and Li are said to be equivalent
if and only if, for some 'P E Aut G, and some elements aI, a2, Cl, C2 E G,

(8)
for all 9 E G, and i,j E {I, 2}. If this is the case, then the corresponding symmetric
designs, V(~) and V(Li), are also said to be equivalent. By Theorem 5.1, equivalent
designs are isomorphic via the map 7r given by
7r:

(g,i)

r--->

(ai'

g'P,i)

(9)

for all 9 E G, i
1,2. An isomorphism 7r from V(D) to V(D) which satisfies (9),
for some aI, a2 E G and some 'P E Aut G such that (8) holds for some Cl C2 E G, is
called an equivalence. The automorphism 'P is called the associated automorphism
of 7r, and the 4-tuple (aI, a2, Cl, C2) is called the 4-tuple of associated translations
of 7r.
Remark 5.3 Note that, if a permutation 7r of G x {1, 2} satisfies the conclusions
of Theorem 5.1, then 7r is determined completely by its associated translations
al,a2,cl,c2 E G and associated automorphism 'P E AutG. Thus 7r E Sym(G x
{1,2}) is an equivalence from V to jj if and only if, for some 'P E AutG, and some
aI, a2 E G, 7r is given by
for all 9 E G,

1,2, such that for some
-

~ij

Cl, C2

E G,

= ai . ~0 . cj 1

for all i,j E {1, 2}.
It follows that two Rahilly families ~ and is. of pre-difference sets for G are
inequivalent if and only if there are no elements aI, a2, Cl, C2 E G and no 'P E Aut G
such that
-

~ij

= ai

. ~0

. cj

1

for i, j E {1, 2}.
Example 5.4 The biplane B6 of order four (see [1]) can be represented as a halfregular design for at least two inequivalent Rahilly families of pre-difference sets in
the group G
Z4 X Z2:

12

(1)
(2)

~11
~11

= ~22
~22

{OO, 12,22, 32}, ~12 =

= {OO, la, 02, 32}, ~12

~2I = {OO, 02};
{la, 30}, ~2I = {OO, 20};

Just as some, but not all, isomorphisms of half-regular symmetric designs are
equivalences, so also some, but not all, automorphisms of such designs will be
equivalences. The following corollary of Theorem 5.1 gives some information about
this.

Corollary 5.5 Let ~ be a Rahilly family of pre-difference sets in a group G, let
D := D(~) be the corresponding half-regular design, and let 7r E AutD be an equivalence with associated translations aI, a2, cl, C2 E G and associated automorphism
c.p E AutG. Then:

(a) for i = 1,2, 7r fixes the base point Pi if and only if ai = 1;
(b) the equivalence 7r lies in the normaliser N Aut 1J (G) of G in A utD, and 7r
fixes each ofP1 ,P2 ,B I ,B 2 setwise;
(c) the set of all equivalences in AutD forms a subgroup of N Aut1J (G) which
fixes PI and P 2 setwise.

In part (b) we show, in fact, that regarding 7r as an element of NAut1J(G),
the automorphism of G induced by 7r by conjugation is equal to the associated
automorphism c.p of 7r. In Section 6 we obtain a more precise characterisation of
the subgroup of equivalences in Aut D.

Proof. Part (a) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1. To prove part (b),
let h E G < Aut D. Then, for all (9, i) E P,

whence 7r- 1 h7r = h'P, so 7r E NAut1J(G). Finally, 7r fixes PI and P 2 setwise, and
hence < G,7r
has two orbits in P and hence two orbits in B. Thus 7r also fixes
Bl and B2 setwise. So (b) is proved. Part (c) is now an immediate corollary of
Theorem 5.1 and part (b).

6. Multipliers of half-regular symmetric designs.
Let G be a half-regular group of automorphisms of a symmetric design D, the
points of which are identified with G x {1,2}, and let ~ be the corresponding
Rahilly family of pre-difference sets. Thus G ::; Aut D ::; Sym P. Let

be the normaliser of G in Aut D. Then G is a normal subgroup of N, and so
N either interchanges the point orbits PI and P 2 of G or fixes PI and P 2 setwise.
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Similarly, N interchanges Bl and 8 2 or fixes them
orbits on points
on blocks. Let E( G) denote the
and P2 setwise. Then [N : E( G)] is 1 or 2, and

Ou.,V ...

and N has equally many
of N which fixes PI
and B2 setwise also.

~,VUL'-'

For P
P let Np denote the stabiliser of P in N;
for b E B let Nb
denote the stabiliser of b. Note that Np
E(G)p and Nb
E(Gh for all P and b
whether or not N
E( G). Then, since G and E( G) have the same orbits on points
and
E(G)
G.E(G)p = G.E(Gh for any p and b. For any two points or
blocks in the same E( G)-orbit, the
stabilisers are conjugate in E( G).
However it mayor may not be the case that E( G)Pl and
are conjugate in
E( G), or that E( Ghl and E( Gh2 are conjugate in
Now it is straightforward to show that, for (g,i) E P and x
E(G) fixing the
base pomt Pi
. 9 . x,i).
x:(g,i)r-->
Thus, the action of E( G)Pi on Pi is equivalent to its action by conjugation on
G, for i I , 2. This means in particular
under the natural homomorphism
1iJ ' N --t
G defined
: 9 f----7 x-- 1 "g x, for x E g G , we have two
subgroups of Aut G, namely (E(G)pJ'Ij; and
)'Ij;, corresponding to point
stabilisers in E(G). Although E(G)pl ~ E(G)/G
E(G)P2' it is not clear that
the images of E( G)Pl and E( G)P2 under 'Ij; will be the same. In fact, for each
x
E( G)P2' there is a unique 9 E G such that g' x
. So the subgroups of
Aut G induced by E( G)Pl and E( G)P2 will be 'equal modulo inner automorphisms'
of G. In the special case when G is abelian the two subgroups of Aut G coincide,
but this will not be the case in general. Thus we take some care in defining the
multipliers of G.
Definition 6.1

For i

=

1,2, a (point) multiplier of type i of G is an element of

E( G)Pi' The subgroup E( G)Pi is called the (point) multiplier group of type i of
G. In particular, a multiplier x E E( G)Pi is said to be simple if it fixes at least
one point in each of PI and P 2 , and x is said to be numerical if, for some positive
integer m, (x)'Ij; : (g,i) l-~ (gTn,i) for all 9 E G; the smallest such m is called the
degree of x.
Remark 6.2 Block multipliers of types 1 and 2 could be defined similarly. By
[6, p46], each automorphism of V fixes equally many points and blocks. Thus each
point multiplier of type i is a block multiplier of type 1 or 2. However the multiplier
group of type i need not be equal to the subgroup of block multipliers of a given
type.
Our use of the term 'multiplier' is consistent with the definition of a multiplier
of a difference set, see [6, Section 2.4] or the next section. We note that, in the
case where G is abelian, the set of automorphisms of G induced by the multiplier
groups of types 1 and 2 are the same, and so we need not make the distinction on
type.
Further, if E( G)Pl is conjugate to E( G)P2 by an element of N, then applying
'Ij; we see that the subgroups of Aut G induced by these two groups are conjugate
14

Aut G. Since conjugation by elements of N, considered as elements of Aut G
by applying 'ljJ, preserves the set of simple multipliers and the set of numerical
multipliers, we shall again in this case not bother to
multipliers by
type. This is the case in
when N is transitive on P.

III

Thus it is of interest to have some criterion for deciding when N is transitive on
P. It turns out that there is such a criterion in terms of
from D to its
conjugate design, and this will be obtained in Theorem 6.5 below. First we explore
the relationship between
in Aut V and multipliers of G.

Lemma 6.3 Let D = (P,
be a symmetric design with half-regular group G of
automorphisms and corresponding Rahilly family .6. of pre-difference sets) and let
1 or 2. If 7r
AutD is a (point) multiplier of type iJ then 7r is an equivalence with associated automorphism equal to the automorphism <p induced by 7r by
conjugation on G) and with associated translations (aI, a2 Cll C2) such that ai = 1.

Proof.

Suppose that 7r E
; that is, 7r is a
of
i, and suppose
induces <p E Aut G
conjugation. We showed above that, for all g, (g,
(g'P,i). Let j E {1,2}, j
i. Since E(G)
G.E(G)Pi there is
unique 7r' E
E( G)Pi' and a
h E G such that 7r
h . 7r ' . Now the automorphism <p'
of G induced by 7r' is the composition of the inner autoTIlOrphism of G induced
by h- I and <p.
for all 9 E
(g,j)1T'
((h· g. h-l)'P,j). It follows that
(g,j)1T =
j)h1T'
(g. h,j)1T' =
. g'P,j), which equals (aj . g'P,j) on
aj := h'P. Similarly, for m
1,2, there are unique Xm E G and Tm E E( Ghrn such
that 7r = Xm . Tm. Since Tm fixe's PI and P 2 setwise we have, for I = 1,2,
that

7r

.

which is equal to al . ~rm (x';;/)'P, and, on setting
equivalence as required.

Cm

= x':f:t,

we see that

7r

is an

Now we show that the subgroup of equivalences in Aut V is equal to E( G).

Theorem 6.4 Let D = (P, 13) be a symmetric design with half-regular group G
of automorphisms and corresponding Rahilly family ~ of pre-difference sets. Then)
the subgroup of equivalences in Aut G is equal to E( G).
By Corollary 5.5( c), the subgroup of equivalences in Aut D is contained in
E( G). By Lemma 6.3, every element of E( G)Pl is an equivalence. For 9 E G, taking
<p to be the inner automorphism of G induced by g, and al = a2 = Cl = C2 = g,
it follows from Remark 5.3 that 9 is an equivalence. Thus by Corollary 5.5( c),
each element of E( G) = G.E( G)Pl is an equivalence. We therefore deduce that the
subgroup of equivalences is equal to E( G).

Proof.

Putting together the conclusions of Corollary 5.5 and Theorem 6.4, we see that
the subgroup of equivalences of Aut D can be computed within the group Gonce
15

we know a Rahilly family of pre-difference sets for 1). Note in particular that E( G)
depends only on G; that
it is independent of D.. Now we deduce a criterion for
determining whether or not N is transitive on P, that is whether or not N
E(G).
This criterion will also be easy to
within the group G. By Remark 3.4, 1) is
isomorphic to its conjugate design
it turns out that N is transitive on P
if and only if IJ and 15 are equivalent.
Theorenl 6.5
of

Let 1)
(P, H) be a symmetric design with half-regular group G
and corresponding Rahilly family il of pre-difference sets. Then
transitive on P if and only if il is equivalent to its conjugate

Proof. Let tJ := 1)( is.). Suppose that N i-= E( G) and let 7 E N \ E( G). Then 7
"."-.. ,,,,~,,, PI and P 2 and so induces two permutations 71 and 72 of G defined by

for all 9 E G. Let p E Sym P be the permutation defined in Remark 3.4, that is
p . (g, 1)

f-t

(g, 2),

(g,2)

f-t

(g, 1)

for all 9 E G J and set 11" = 7 . p. Then 11" is a permutation of P which fixes PI and
P2
and the two permutations 11"1 and 11"2 of G defined as in the paragraph
rec:ee(:img Theorem 5.1 are 11"1 = 72,11"2 = 71. By Remark 3.4, p is an isomorphism
from IJ to 15 which maps
to
and 8 2 to 8 1 , and hence 11" is an isomorphism
from 1) to 15 which maps HI to 8 1 and 8 2 to 8 2 . Further, the permutation p
centralises the subgroup G of SymP, and hence 11" E NSymp(G) and 11" and 7,
acting by conjugation on G, induce the same automorphism, say 'P, of G. Thus, for
all 9 G, 11"-1 . g'11" = g'-P. For j = 1,2, let aj be the image of the identity element
1 E Gunder 11"j. Then

whence g7rj = aj"g'-P for all 9 E G. This proves that 11" induces an automorphism of G
in the technical sense defined before Theorem 5.1. It now follows from Theorem 5.1
that there exist Cl, C2 E G such that

for i,j E {1, 2}, and hence that 1) and tJ are equivalent, and ..6. and is. are equivalent.
Conversely suppose that 1) and 15 are equivalent and let 11" be an equivalence
mapping 1) to 15. So there are aI, a2, Cl, C2 E G and 'P E Aut G such that
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for all 9 E G, i, j E {1,2}. Then, by Remark 3.4, since p2 = 1 so that p is also an
isomorphism from 15 to D, the permutation 7
7r . P is an automorphism of D.
Let g, hE G. Then

whence 7r- 1 . g. 7r = g'P; that
7r lies in the normaliser of the subgroup G of Sym P.
Since p centralises G, it follows that
EN. Finally, since 7r fixes PI and P 2 , 7
interchanges PI and P 2 , and hence TEN \ E(G).
The proof actually establishes the following technical result which is sometimes
useful in its own right.
Coronary 6.6 (a) Suppose that N =-I E( G) and let
permutation of P which interchanges (g,l) and (g,2)
an equivalence from D to its conjugate design
(b) Conversely; if D and 15 are equivalent and 7r
15, then 7r . P is an automorphism of
and 1[' • E N

7.

TEN \ E( G). Let p be the
for all 9 E G. Then 7 ' p is

is an equivalence from D to
\ E( G).

Regular extensions.

As usual let D = D( ~) be a symmetric design with half-regular group G and
Rahilly family ~ of
relative to base points Pi = (1, i) and base
blocks bi ) i = 1,2. If G
R < Aut'D and R is regular on P, then R is called a
regular extension of G. In this section we find necessary and sufficient conditions,
in terms of the Rahilly family
for G to have a regular extension.
Theorem 7.1 Let D = D(~) be a symmetric design with half-regular group G
and Rahilly family ~
pre-difference sets. Then G has a regular extension if
and only if there exists an equivalence 1[' from D to its conjugate design D( K) with
1
associated automorphism () E AutG and associated translations (1,z,u-I,u o- • z)
such that zO = z and ()2 is the inner automorphism of G induced by z.
Remark 7.2

If 7r is as in Theorem

then

= ~fl . u and .6. 12 = z . .6.~1 . U.
In the proof we show that, for such a 7[, if we set T:= 1["p where p interchanges
1)
and (g,2) for all g E G, then the subgroup R :=< G,7 > is a regular extension of
G, 7 2 = z, and 9 T = gO for all 9 G.
Proof. Suppose that there is a regular extension R of G. Then, as R normalises
G and R is transitive on P, we have N = RE(G) =-I E(G). By Corollary 6.6, for
any 7 E R \ E(G), 1[' := 7 ' P is an equivalence from D to D(lS.), where p is the
permutation which interchanges (g,l) and (g,2) for all 9 E G. In the coset G . 7
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in R there
a unique element such that (1,
= (1,2) since G is
on Pl.
Let us assume that 7 is chosen to be this element. It follows that 7r
associated
translations (al' a2, Cl,
with al
Also the
B associated with
7r is the
of G induced
7. It follows
for all
9
G and for i
1,2,

(g,ir =
where j E
is the inner
we

j of i. Now := 7 2 E G since
2, and it follows that (j2
of G induced
Considering the action of = 7 2 on

aUHJlJliVl.

J

(z, i)
whence z
zfJ

z.

=:

aj .

Set

1t

z.
al'

,i)

(aj

af

that

)fJ. u
.c~l

=

3. 11
.z.

)fJ. u

)o·u.

It follows that
)8.
",<> .... 1","" element; that
1
is, C2
u fJ - • z since z = zO
To prove the converse,
IS an
7r from V to
with associated
and translations as in the statement of the theorem.
Set 7 : = 7r' p. Then by Corollary
7 is an automorphism of V and 7 E N\E(G).
for all 9
and for
E {I, 2} with i i: j we have

so, since

7- 1 .

(g,

9 . 7 E G and G is

=

(ai'

,j) r =

CPo'"Y"l'_.rPorrT1j,,,

(aj .

af .

on

,i) =

we have
(aj .

7-

1

.

9 .7

= gO. Also

af . z-l .9 . z, i).

This is equal to (g . z, i) = (g, iY for both i = 1 and i = 2. Thus 7 2
z and it
follows that the
R =< G,7 > of Aut V is a regular extension of G.
As we mentioned
there is a standard construction of a symmetric design
from a A-difference set in a group such that the group is admitted as a group of
automorphisms acting regularly on the points of the design. Whenever there is a
regular extension of a half-regular group of a symmetric design V, the design can
be obtained by this method. We review this construction, and show how to obtain
a A-difference set for a regular extension R of G from a Rahilly family for G.
Let R be a finite group and A a positive integer. A subset ~ of R of size
1 < I~I < IRI is said to be a A-difference set for R if every element 9 i: 1 of R may
be represented exactly A times as 9
x . y-l with x, y E E.
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D

R
Dis

half-regular gr01Lp G
extension R zn
U7 .
zs a
is isomorphic to D.

Theorem 7.3 Let D
and Rahilly family 6. of
and R =<
A-difference set in

7

and its corresponding

Proof.
Let Xi = 7·di E

(z . df

"'"WltHIH',.""'.'

·u,

.

it now follows from Definition
A
w . y-l, where either both w, y E
w,y E 7 ' 6 . 21 .
. c- 1
. 7
Next let x
, and c E 6. 11 . Then x . c- 1
0
(d .
z.
. 7 = (z dO. u) . (u -- 1 .
) ) . 7 -1
W . Y -1 . 7- 1
where w E
and y
Also c . x-I
C . d-- 1 . 7 - 1 , and it follows from
Definition 2.1(b) that each element of R \ G
G . 7 - 1 can be
exactly
A times as w . y-l where either 'w E 6. 11 , Y E 7
or y E
,w E 7'6. 21 , Hence
L; is a A-difference set in R.
The map which sends (g, 1) to g, and (g, 2) to 7' g, for all 9 E G, is an isomorphism
from D to the symmetric design corresponding to L; defined above.

Remark 7.4
(a) The A-difference sets most frequently investigated in the literature are those
which arise in abelian groups. We note that the group R is abelian if and
if G
abelian and (}
1.
The information in the
of Theorem 7.3 provides means of constructA) designs from A-difference sets in groups of order
way. We consider a group G of order v /2 which admits
an
(} such that (}2 is the inner automorphism of G induced
by some element z E G such that zO
z; see [5, p225). Given such G, z,
and 0, we seek subsets
and
of G such that:
(i)
1+ 16. 21 1= k;
(ii) each non-identity element of G occurs exactly A times in the multiset
{w· y- 1 W,y E 6. 11 } U {(w· y-l)O-llw,y E ~21};
(iii) each element of G occurs exactly A times in the multiset
1

{w . y- 1 1w E 6. 11 ,y E

6. 21 }

1

U {(w· y- . z)
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0- 1

Iw

E

6. 21 ,y

E

6. 11 }.

of Theorem 7.3 that these conditions lead to
It follows from the
the construction of a A-difference set in the group R =< G,7 > of order v
where 7 2
and g7
g8 for all 9
G.
We believe that this may be especially fruitful in the case where G is
for
the case where R is
cyclic and 0 inverts every element of
group. We make further comments
a dihedral or
at the end of the next section.

[1]) can be developed from the
7.5 The biplaneB8 of order four
following Rahilly
of pre-difference sets in G
Z4 X Z2:

Let 0, Of

Aut

{OO, 10}, L\21

20,02,32},

{OO, 20, 22: 32},

where 0, Of are

by

:= 30

and 02 8

10 8 ' := 30 and

Then the equivalences
translations

7f, 7f'

= {OO, 30}.

22.

with associated auto:mC)f-r:1hlsnls 0,0' and associated

(00,20,

(u
(u'

00)

(00,00,00,00)

z 20),
z'=OO)

and R'
of G (where 7 = 7f. p,7' =
and the extension R' ~ 16/8 of [11]. These
extensions give rise to A-difference sets
extensions R

define
'if"

p). The extension R

whose

COl~reSD()n(lmg

8.

~

=

16/7 of

2:;:=

U

7'

2:;' ._-

U

7' .

L\21
L\21

C;;;;

R
R'

and

symmetric designs are isomorphic to B 8 •

extensions and

mul1~lpllH~rs

In this section we assume that 'D is a symmetric
with a half-regular
G of automorphisms and corresponding Rahilly
L\ of pre-difference
sets, and we assume moreover that there exists some regular extension for G in
Aut D. Then by Theorem 7.3, there is a regular extension of the form R =< G,7 >
where 7 induces an automorphism 0 of G, 7 2
z EGis such that z9 = z, and 7' P
is an equivalence from D to D( 15.) with associated automorphism () and associated
1
translations (1,z,u- 1 ,u 9 - • z). Here, as usual, p is the map which interchanges
(g, 1) and (g, 2) for each 9 E G. It follows from the results of the previous section
that the set 2:;
L\11 U 7 .
is a A-difference set in R.
LlU!::. .L'-"ULI
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Suppose that f-L is a multiplier of type 1 for G as defined in Definition 6.1, that
where PI =
By Lemma 6.3, f-L is an
of V with
'P
and associated translations a1
1, 0,2, Cl, C2 E G.
a m1tliiplier of a
.~et for R is defined to be an element of
N Aut
which fixes some chosen base
that the base
with
respect to which
for R are defined is Pl. Then our
f-L of type
1 for G will be a
for R if and
if f-L normalises R.
the case if
and
if
'f-L'7 E G.
We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for this in terms of the associated
automorphisms and translations of f-L and 7, or more
of f-L and 7 . p.
Theorem 8.1
only if:

Let f-L,

7)

and R be as above. Then f-L is a multiplier for R if and

(a) B·'P 'P' (J. 0'.1 where a is the inner automorphism of G induced by a2/
z-l . zo.
(b)
. 0,2

Remark 8.2
[J1,,7]

The

of this result shows that, if u is a

-'-U''-'-J..J.tJJi.i\..-.L

for

then

=

Proof.
that J1, is a
Then, for all x E G, we have

J.J.J.'LU."JpJ..1v.L

for R. Then J1,'

7

7

f-L' g, for some 9 E

Setting x
1 we have 9 =
, and then, considering the £n,.nl."'''''rl equation for
arbitrary x, we have B· 'P = 'P . (J . a, where a is the
of G induced by
conjugation by a2. Further, we have

(z . a~, 1)

. 0,;1,1),

and it follows that z . a~ = z'P .
, whence (b) follows.
suppose that (a) and (b) are true.
for all x E G,

and

Hence J1, .

7

7 .

J1, .

, and so J1, is a multiplier for R.

If J1, is a multiplier for R as in Theorem 8.1, then, in addition to the conditions in
Theorem 8.1 on a2 and 'P, there is an extra condition on the associated translations
of J1, which must be satisfied.
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Proposition 8.3

If JL is a multiplier for R, then

Remark 8.4 The proof also shows how the images of the base blocks bj = (~lj x
{1}) U (~2j x {2}) under JL . T may be computed. The image of bi is computed in
full detail; that of b2 may be obtained similarly. The answers are:
and

Proof.
Remark 7.2, ~22
equations, we have also

=

wr _ bZ«I.I! .c~
b2 - 1

~fl . u, and ~12

=

noting that 82 is the inner automorphism induced by
Now we compute:

bi· r

((~11

X {l}) U (~21 x {2} ))WT

(~11·

Cl

(~il

~~1 . u. Applying 8 to these

Z .

x {l}

z

zO.

r U (a2 . ~fl X {2} r

x {l}r U (~21' Cl x {2}r = (~fl· cf x {2}) U (z· ~~l· cf x {l})
.cf

X

{2})U(~12 .u-1.cf x {l})

and similarly

b~·wa:;l

(~fl x {2} )wa:;l U (z . ~~1 x {l} )wa:;l

= (~22· u- 1 X

{2})/L"a:;1 U (~12· u- 1

X

{l})wa:;l

= (a2· ~f2' (u-1)'P. a;-l X {2}) U (~i2· (u-1)'P. a;-l X {l})
(~22·

C2· (u-1)'P. a;-l

X

{2}) U (~12· C2· (u-1)'P. a;-l

It follows, since G acts regularly on B 2, that u- 1 . cf
C2
u -1 . cf . a2 . u'P

X

{l})

C2· (u-1)'P . a;-l, whence

In the remainder of this section we shall assume that JL is a multiplier for R, and
also that JL is a numerical multiplier for G of type 1 of degree m.
When is JL a numerical multiplier for R) and, if it is) what is its degree?

Recall that JL is numerical for G if g'P = gm for all 9
G, where 'P is its
associated automorphism, and the least positive integer m is called the degree of
J.L. Let 'P' E Aut R be the automorphism induced by JL. Then 'P' restricted to G is
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c.p, and rep'
/-L-1 "r' /-L = r· a2 by Remark 8.2. Then /-L would be numerical for R,
if there is some integer m' such that xep'
xm' for all x E R. Of course we would
have to have gm' = gm for all 9 E G, and in this case the degree of /-L as a numerical
multiplier for R would be the smallest positive such integer rn'. Clearly m' 2: m,
and as gm' -m = 1 for all 9 E G it follows that m' m is divisible by the exponent
e( G) of
that is the least common multiple of the orders of all the elements of G.
If /-L is a numerical multiplier for G of degree m J and a numerical
multiplier for R of degree m' J is it possible for m' to be greater than m?

Question 8.5

We have some partial answers to this question.

Lemma 8.6

If /-L is a numerical multiplier for R of degree rn'! then:

(a) m' must be odd;
(b) a2

=

z(m'-1)/2.

Proof. Wemusthave
'r'/-L
. Since/-L-l·r·/-L E R\G andsincer2 = z E G,
m' must be odd. Also we have /-L-l . r- 1 "J-l
r- m ' and so a;-l = [/-L, r]
r- m '. r,
so a2 =
z(m'-1)/2.

If r centralises G, in particular if R is abelian, and if m'
this lemma is true.

=

m, the converse of

Lemma8.7 Suppose that r centralises G. Then J-l is a numerical multiplier for
R of degree m if and only if:

(a) m is odd;

(b) a2 = z(m-l)/2.

Proof. Suppose that r centralises G and that ( a) and (b) hold. Each element of
R is of the form rd . g where dis 0 or 1 and g E G. We have
. g. /-L = gm since J-l
is numerical of degree m for G. Further, since J-l-1'r'/-L = r·az = r·z(m-l)/2
r m,
we also have /-L-l . r· g. J-l = rm . gm, which equals (r· g)m since r centralises g.
However, we would like a sufficient condition for J-l to be numerical for R in the
case where R is non-abelian. While this seems difficult in general, we do have such
a condition when G is abelian.
Suppose that G is abelian. Then /-L is a numerical multiplier for
R of degree m if and only if:

Proposition 8.8

(a) m is odd;
(b) a2 = z(m-l)/2;

(c) for each (m - 1)/2-th power x =

gCm-l)/2 E
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G J x B = x.

Proof. Suppose that J.L is numerical for R of degree m. Then by Lemma 8.6, (a)
2
1
and (b) hold. Let 9 E G. Note that (7' g?
7
. (7- . g. r)· 9 = z· gO. g. Then

and, using the fact that G is abelian,

(7' g)m =

=
=

7'

g. (z. gO. g)(m-l)/2

7'

zC m - 1 )/2

7m ,

.

(gC m

- 1 )/2)8

. g(m+l)/2

(g(m-l)/2)O . g(m+l)/2.

Since these two expressions are equal, it follows that (J fixes g(m-l)/2 for each
9 E G. Conversely, if (a), (b), and (c) all hold, then the above equations show that
(7' g)J.L = (7' g)m for all 9 E G, and we know already that gil = gm for all 9 E G.
Thus J.L is numerical for R of degree m.

Remark 8.9

(a) We mentioned earlier the possibility of using the information in these latter
sections for searching for symmetric designs which possess a non-abelian
regular subgroup of automorphisms R having an abelian subgroup G of
index 2. There are infinitely many known examples of such designs for
which the group G is cyclic, namely in the class of symmetric designs
formed from the points and hyperplanes of the d-dimensional projective
geometry PG( d, pn), when d and the prime p are both odd. The halfregular groups G =< Y > in question have an extension R =< G,7 > such
that
2
7
= Z = yW, and 9 . 7 = 7 . gl
where w = (pn(d+l)/2 + 1)/2 and I = pn(d+l)/2. For further details, see [3,
pp33-34].
Symmetric designs of this type admitting a nontrivial numerical multiplier for R, that is, of degree m > 1, are of particular interest, and Proposition 8.8 gives restrictions on the group G which would aid in the search
for such designs. Firstly, given G, the assumption of the existence of the
multiplier J.L helps us to decide upon the extension R. Secondly, it limits
the search for ~11 and ~21 in G, or equivalently, for ~ = ~11 U (7 . ~2d
in R, for we must have, by Remark 7.4(b),

where ~i] = {gm[g E ~ij}, in order that ~<p = ~. Cl.
(b) We comment further on the case in which G is cyclic of order v /2. By
Lemma 4.1,
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+ >")/2>",
for SOllle . . . n.",,,,",,ua
2
2
8 (8

sets
R. By Remark
may assume that R =<
auto:mC)q)hlSm () of
and 7 2
() such that
there is an integer l, with 1
1 and (l,

extension
where T induces an
Since () is
1, such that

g,I
(). If we are interested in non-abelian groups
then we want
- 1. In order that
admit a numerical multiplier J-L for R
by
8.8, the following conditions on

of
m:

IS an aU1~onlorpm
1, so that the subgroup
of the
1)/2th powers of elements of G
such
Tn, the
the following condi-

(i) (m,
(ii) ((rn--

'-''-''LUi.'VB.L,..,

tions:
(iii)
(iv)

autOIllorpJl1sm of G;
abelian and

7

2

z imply

l(mod
so that () fixes each of the
1 )/2-th
powers of elements of ().
(c) These conditions on m' and l are
unduly restrictive. For example, with
s = >..
4, and hence with v /2
there
19 pairs of values of m, 1
between 2 and 47 satisfying them.
infinite
of parameters satisfying
conditions (i)-(v), with>" even and>" dividing
- 1)/2, is
by:
>..

=8=

2x, v/2

= 4x 2 (x +

l

= 2x 2 (x + 1) + 1,

m

= 5,

where x
1,2, or 3(mod 5).
On the other hand, when s =::
2, so that we may take G to be the
group of integers modulo 8, there is a unique solution for rn, l satisfying
conditions (i)-(v), namely m = I
A search based upon Theorems 7.1
and 8.1, and Propositions 8.3 and 8.8 led quickly to the 2-difference set
'E

= {O, 1, 2, 5, 7, 7 ·6},

which satisfies 5'E
'E in the non-abelian extension R ="< G, T > of G such
that 7 induces the automorphism 9 --t 5g of G. Here we write G additively
as integers modulo 8, and we write the elements of the non-trivial coset of
G in R as 7 . i for i E G.
(d) The latitude we have in choosing base blocks affords some simplification to
our search. By [6, p46], since the multiplier J-L fixes a point, it also fixes a
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block. By interchanging the roles of the base blocks bI and b2 , if necessary,
we may assume that J.t fixes a block in B 1 . Of course this means that we
may no longer assume that
I
I. Then, by changing our choice of
base block bI
BI , if necessary, we may assume that J.t fixes bI , and hence
that C1
1.
the element z can be taken to be any element of G fixed by
e. Then, since a2 = z(m-l)!2, and since () fixes the (m 1}/2-th power of
each element of G, it follows that condition (b) of Theorem 7.5, that is,
a~ a2
z-l.
is automatically satisfied.
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